
Fiber Defender'"
lntegrated Perimeter Security Solutions

Global installations of over 4,000,000 meters of fiber

More thon 72,000 Alarm Processor Units



Fiber Defender'"
Fiber-Optic lntrusior,l Detection Systems
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Protecting Perimeters
Perimeter security is no longer just for correctional

institutions and military sites; it has become standard protoco! for most facjlities and organization5 in the World.

Detectin8 intruders a5 early as possible provides maximUm protection for your personnel and resources.

Whether securing retail, light industrial facilities, utilities and energy plants, petroleum and chemical factories,
or tran5portation centers, Fiber sensys has a solUtion for you,

High Security Solutions
since 1990, more than 12,000 Fiber sensys APUS have been

installed along With over 4,000,000 meters of fiber-optic

sensing cable at the most critical sites around the globe.

Backed by the highest ratin8 available by the Us

Government, Fiber SenSys is the world's leader in fiber-optic

intrusion detection systems.

Alarm Notification
Fiber commanderTM js a security monitoring and control

system that provides comprehensive and intelligent inte8ration of
the industry-leading fiber optic sensor5 from Fiber sensys. No

other system gives you total perimeter security With the lowest

nuisance alarm rate, hjghest probability of detection, and lowest

overall total cost of oWnership (Tco).

Fiber SenSys ł+
2925 NW Aloclek Drive, #12o
Hillsboro, oregon 97124, UsA
Tel: +l(503)692,4430 . Toll free (Us) +1(888)736-7971
WwW.fibersensys.com
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High Performance / Larger Facilities

The FD525 iS ideal for medium to large projects With a high-reliability,

multiple-zone requirement. With one APU capable of supporting up to 25

zones, deployments requiring high zone counts become economical, All

zones operate autonomously; a sensing cable failure o. an intruder on any

zone Will not affect the performance on any other zone. Fiber sensys'
patented optical Time Domain Reflectometry technology provides particularly

solid performance for fence, buried or wall application5, The sensing

cable contains no metal and emits no ElV]| or RFl, making this a

highly covert solution to these challenging problems. Although the

standard communications are TcP/lP XML, optional relay modules

provide universal integration With almost any security system,

Multiple relay modules allow a dedicated bank of relays designated

to the access control system Whjle a second bank provides

annunciation for cameras.

Product Applications

The FD322, a fence-only dual-zone sensor,

is value-priced and designed for easy

installation, custom tuning software is also

included, The FD33X APUs are highly

programmable, eliminating the most challenging nuisance alarms, and can be deployed

in a Variety of applications includin8 fences and walls. Providing a completely remote

solution (insensitive lead up to 20 km), the FD34x APUS require no power or

commUnications in the field. Featuring the same highly programmable tunin8 as the

FD33x APUs, the FD34X series also offers a rack-mounted model to address solutions

for large indUstrial applications requiring redundancy.

Available Models

Fiber commander'" compatible

Anemometers

Rernote capable (|nsensitiVe Lead)

Advanced Tunins software come5 with

Tunins pa rameters

of sensinp cableMaximum LenAth of sensins cable per zone

Note 1: The 525 is avai able as a stand alone and a rack mounted; both are available configured for bUried or .igid fence applications.



Why Fiber-Optic Detection Systems?
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Difficult to DeIeat
Fiber sensys offers the only fiber-optic sensor

systems designated as PL-lN (Protection LeVe1-1

Nuclear) by the Us Ajr Force - their highest security

designation approved for nuclear Weapons storage

areas and critical resources. Through advanced

signal processing, Fiber sensys ensures every APU

performs to the highest standards in probability of
detection (PD) and has industryłow nuisance/false

alarm rates (NAR/FAR). Also, by offering advanced

tunin8 capabiIitie5, the installer can precisely

optimize detection and tune the system accordin8 to
the unique site conditions.

Designed For Harsh, Hazardous, and
Noisy Environments
Fiber sensys systems transmit li8ht from a laser

through the sensor and analyze the distortion of that

light to detect threats. There is no electricity in our

sensors to ignite vapors or fumes nor are the sensors

affected by EMl, RFl, lightning or proximity to

electrical cables. With our remote capabilities, the

APU'S can be centrally located eliminating the need

for power and commUnications in the field. FUrther

reducing infrastructure costs With centrally located

electronics up to 20km away in a secure and

controlled location, environmental condition5 such

as temperature, lightnin8 and corrosive,liq u ids and

Base5 become non-issues.

Low Total Cost of Ownership
The overall cost of installinB Fiber sensys APUS bests

other security solutions. With a foundation of
performance, durability, and competitive base
prices, each APU can be deployed With industry low
instalIation and ongoing system maintenance costs,

all backed by our dedicated training program and

customer-focused team of technical support
professionals.

For reliable, high-performance security solutions,
choose the leader in perimeter protection -

Fiber sensys.


